
Starship Stage Make Up Guidelines 
 

1. Start with a clean face. 

 

2. Apply foundation- starting on nose and cheeks and blending out. Try not to leave aline 

along the chin by blending down towards the neck. 

 

3. Concealer- If necessary, pat on uneven or red spots  

 

4. Create cheeks- Smile and pinch apples to see where you are naturally pink. Brush blush 

from just under the center of the eye out to the temple on the cheek bones, NOT 

BELOW. Start with less - you can always add more. (And probably will need to.) Use 

pink. Rag Dolls need rosy circles – we can go over those.  

 

5. Eyeshadow - Brush light brown from inside corner all across the lid, stopping at the 

crease. With eye open, brush darker brown color into crease, from outside corner to 

halfway point of eye, just above pupil to create depth. If you have a third color like a 

sparkly light gold or white, put that just under the brow, near the tear duct in the corner of 

the eye and just above the cheek bone below the eye.  

a. If you need false eyelashes, you should apply them now when you are done with 

any powder. You can seal them on using the eyeliner in the next step. Make sure 

after you put a thin line of glue along the band, you wait 30 seconds for the glue 

to get tacky, otherwise they will slide off!!) 

 

6.  Eye liner- Create a thin dotted line using black eyeliner along the lash line as close as 

possible- then connect the dots. I like pencil or liquid liners. Pencil you can blend, liquid 

is like drawing with a felt tip pen! If you are an older dancer, draw a small winged line 

out from the top liner. Also, line your lower lid, very carefully, on the inner rim. If you're 

a younger dancer, you can skip the lower liner. 

 

7. Mascara - if you are wearing false lashes, put one swipe coat on to seal your lashes to 

the false one. If you are not, wiggle the brush at the base of your lashes and then swipe 

out. Put a few coats on ‘til your eyes look larger and your lashes look fluffy! 

 

8. Lips - Red red red red red! Just two coats on top and bottom. If you're worried about 

bleeding out, put a little liner on to outline your lips. Once you've applied lipstick, put 

your pointer finger inside of your mouth and pull it out quickly to remove any lipstick on 

the inside of your lips that might get stuck on your teeth! 


